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1. Introduction
In the context of urban growth, expansion leads to more space being occupied and
compaction results in increasing density and intensity (Batty and Xie, 2005). These dual
processes of growth result in a number of complex geographic systems (such as land use,
sprawl and land cover change) which have, and will continue to pose challenges for
researchers to investigate (Torrens, 2003). Spatially explicit models are a useful
analytical tool when examining the dynamics of a complex system. Their nature enables
a complex system to be broken down into its component parts and examined from the
‘bottom up’.
From a ‘bottom up’ perspective, it is widely acknowledged that property developers
are the most important agent in the urban development process, involved in financing,
planning, building and shaping the urban environment (Gillen and Fisher, 2002, Peiser,
1990, Coiacetto, 2000, Drewett, 1973). While developers are clearly important to the
urban development process, existing research sees developers as an "undifferentiated
whole, as if all developers were the same” (Coiacetto, 2000 – page 353). In particular,
existing research often fails to examine the diversity of their types, strategies and
behaviours (Coiacetto, 2001, Mohamed, 2009) and the effects this differentiation has at a
spatial level.
Historical models of the urban development process are based around two approaches,
neo-classical equilibrium and event-sequence (Gore and Nicholson, 1991, Healey, 1991).
These models have focused on creating an idealised mechanical view of the process (Guy
and Henneberry, 2000), an approach which fails to recognise the relationships between
actors, their roles, and the complex effects they have upon each other (Doak and
Karadimitriou, 2007, Gore and Nicholson, 1991, Healey, 1991). In investigating the
complex nature of the urban development process, Healey and Barrett (1990) support a
move towards examination of the strategies, actions and interests of key actors and how
they interact with the broader structural forces inherent in the process (Adams et al.,

1998). This approach has developed into what are now known as agency models of the
urban development process.
This research has explored the application of multi-agent models in light of agency
models of the urban development process. Multi-agent models are a powerful approach
for examining and understanding how this diversity of developer types, strategies and
behaviours has an effect at a spatial level, because they are well suited to simulating
varied individual and group behaviours and traits (Jager and Janssen, 2003).
Consequently, multi-agent models provide a way of simulating different developer
behaviours, types and strategies, which is in agreement with the move supported by
Healey and Barrett (1990) and the wider notion of agency models of the urban
development process. From this direction, we have designed a multi-agent model which
explores from an abstract perspective, how ratios of developer capital and developer
employed behaviours, encourage the expansion and compaction of cities.

2. Methodology
Implementing a spatial multi-agent model of the purchase, subdivision, building and
disposal behaviours of residential property developers and the spatial consequences of
these behaviours raise a number of issues (Morgan and O'Sullivan, 2008). One such
issue, the unique data structure used to define the landscape upon which the developer
agents act on, has been covered in a previous publication (Morgan and O'Sullivan, 2009).
The developer agents within the model all have access the same set of behaviours but
based upon their level of capital, implement the behaviours in differing ways. These
behaviours include how developers: assess the property market, evaluate parcels for
purchase, manage their risk (in particular their land holdings), focus transactions within a
defined territory, and the relative weighting they give to their information sources when
making development decisions – such as their previous successes (or failures) or their
market forecasts.
The modelling platform used to implement this approach is NetLogo (Figure 1), a
multi-agent modelling platform developed by Northwestern University (Sklar, 2007,
Wilensky, 1999). NetLogo is a ‘sandbox’ type modelling environment that is both easy
to use and fast enough to prototype theoretical models (Railsback et al., 2006). While not
natively multi-threaded, NetLogo is inherently scalable and numerous runs can be
instigated on a cluster to reduce processing time. Agent behaviours can be examined
through the included BehaviourSpace tool which automates the running of large scale
experiments. Two experiments were conducted using this model.
The first experiment varied the ratio and capital of developers to examine how
competition affects city structure. In the experiment, four setup attributes were varied –
total capital available, developer capital – through a percentage of the total capital
allotted by a Yule-Simon preferential attachment process (Simon, 1955), percentage of
parcels up for sale per loop, and the size of the initial city. A random seed variable is used
in association with these four initial attributes to define the developers and the cadastral
landscape. All developer behaviours outlined above were included in this experiment.

Figure 1. Model of developer behaviour implemented within NetLogo.
The second experiment alternated the various behaviours available to the developer to
ascertain if the inclusion or exclusion of a behaviour, changes the way in which the
resulting urban landscapes are constructed. Three of the four setup attributes were fixed,
based upon the results in the first experiment, with only city size varied for validation.
Each run iterates through the various combinations of the five behaviours, replacing them
with a completely random approach.
To analyse the changes developer agents make to the cadastral landscape, we
calculated a number of landscape metrics through the analysis of two outputs from
NetLogo, ASCII grids indicating cadastral parcel sizes and a binary ‘urban’ landscape
(Figure 2). The landscape metrics were calculated with an 4-cell neighbourhood
definition using IAN (Dezonia and Mladenoff, 2004), a raster image analysis program. It
is important to note that the landscape metrics for each set of unique setup attributes used
in the analysis below is the mean value from twenty different random seeds to ensure an
unbiased result.

Figure 2. Example outputs from the model: cadastral parcel sizes on the left and the
binary ‘urban’ landscape on the right which consists of the three smallest parcel sizes.
For the first experiment, a number of developer metrics were also calculated within
NetLogo, in particular the Herfindahl-Hirschman Index (Hirschman, 1945). The
Herfindahl-Hirschman Index (HHI) is used to calculate the level of developer
competition to enable comparisons to be drawn between runs with varying levels of total
and developer capital. Using R (R Development Core Team, 2009) the landscape metrics
were analysed using a principle component analysis (PCA) to examine how the ratio and
type of developer agents had changed the landscape. The resulting clusters were
compared with the average HHI for the unique setup attributes.
Statistical analysis for the second experiment on the role individual behaviours have
on the urban landscape is ongoing.

3. Results and Discussion
After using PCA, the landscape metrics for each set of unique setup attributes form a
number of distinct clusters which highlight the role that the ratio of developer capital has
on the cadastral landscape. These clusters reveal a number of results. An expected result
is that the size of the initial city plays a significant role in constraining development
opportunities. This trait is especially prevalent when levels of competition are high and
there are no developers with a level of capital large enough to fragment the landscape
into smaller more affordable parcels for other developers.
The cadastral parcel size PCA shows increasing homogenisation of the cadastral
landscape (increasing contagion and decreasing polygon/perimeter area ratios) when
there are increased levels of capital in the market.
Increasing the percentage of parcels up for sale per loop substantially changes the
structure of the resulting cadastral landscape. In the case of the runs with a low HHI (i.e.
high levels of competition) the cadastral parcel size contagion metric (the measure of the
degree to which the cadastral parcels are clumped into homogenous polygons) increases

markedly when the percentage of parcels up for sale per loop is decreased. The inverse
occurs in runs with a high HHI.
It appears that with fewer options to choose from and a large number of developers
with similar levels of capital, the majority of developers prefer to develop parcels along
the urban fringe and also choose to mimic the surrounding urban parcel size (increasing
the level of contagion) rather that increase their risk (and potentially reward) in
developing a more intensive product. With more parcels up for sale per loop and a less
competition the level of leap-frog type development increases with developers investing
more capital in land-banking opportunities away from the urban fringe.
While further analysis of this initial experiment is required to fully understand the
results, it is already clear that the level of competition in the property developer market
plays a substantial role in shaping the resulting urban landscape. Investigations into the
role individual behaviours have on the landscape will hopefully be as rewarding.
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